Discovery and validation of drug targets for tumour angiogenesis.
The formation of blood vessels is a key process in the progression of solid tumours, providing the means for tumour growth and metastasis. A number of drugs are currently being developed to exploit inhibition of angiogenesis in the therapy of cancer. An even greater number of genes that are regulated in models of in vitro angiogenesis have been identified. These genes present potential drug targets for the development of novel, more efficient, drugs that will enable the judicious design of drug cocktails that may be able to account for the many different cancer pathologies and their drug resistance properties. Dealing with the validation of hundreds of potential angiogenesis drug targets requires the utilisation of experimental technology platforms that enable concomitant and dynamic target selection filtering and validation. Such platforms should act as a funnel-like medium-to-low throughput processes that enable the sequential short-listing of hundreds of candidates culminating in the selection of only a small number of well-validated targets that are manageable by drug screening regimes.